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Charles van Buren, “A poem which heavily influenced modern Western culture. Review of free

Kindle editionA Public Domain BookPublication date: May 16, 2012Language: EnglishASIN:

B0083Z49HO36 pagesI hated this thing in high school. The homework assignment to read it

was interesting but the pain began in the next day's class. The teacher read it aloud to us.

Slowly. Then she went over it line by line telling us exactly what each line, almost each word

meant. At some point she allowed us to say what we thought but then explained why the

interpretations she was teaching were correct. We did this for what, to my memory, seems like

months but surely was no more than weeks. The poem isn't that long. Come test time we

were to regurgitate the meaning of various lines just as she had told us. My exasperated

answer that it means what it says caused trouble. That teacher never did like me. But that's

ok, I never liked her either. Still don't.I don't remember a single thing that teacher told us about

the meaning of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. I have not read it or any interpretations of it

since high school until I recently read this free Kindle edition. I enjoyed it. And since no

tyrannical lit teacher is looking over my shoulder, I think that the albatross is a Christ-like figure

whom we have all killed with our sin which hangs heavily about our necks. The mariner then

faces tribulation, pain and regret until penance, repentance and forgiveness redeems him. He



is then compelled to tell his story just as are forgiven and saved Christians. I have no idea if

this is a literature teacher approved interpretation or not. Don't really care either. For all I know

Coleridge may have been an atheist in addition to an opium smoker but it sounds Christian to

me.”

John P. Jones III, “A senseless killing…. … and aren’t so many?Samuel Taylor Coleridge lived

from 1772 to 1834. He was often in ill-health, both physical and mentally. And he was a drug

addict. Out of his anguish came this beautiful poem, which I first read, as so many of us did, in

a high school English anthology. And I think I passed the test! Regrettably, it has taken more

than half a century for a re-read, and there should have been at least a couple other re-reads

along the way. Praise be to Kindle. It now makes the selection of particular “classical” works so

easy, and often they are free, as this one was, and at your finger-tips within a minute or two.As

the title states, it is a poem that concerns an old sailor, his days at sea, and a very notable

mistake. It is a poem told, inexplicably, or not, at a wedding feast, since it is a “life-lesson.” It is

a sea trip from cold to warm. It is about being motionless at sea, because “For all averred, I

killed the bird That made the breeze blow.” That bird was a harmless Albatross. And the

following part of the poem has entered the English language as an apt metaphor for ill-

considered actions that come back to haunt the doer: “Instead of the cross, the Albatross about

my neck was hung.The poem is also about remorse, and forgiveness, phrased as: “The man

hath penance done, and penance more will do.” They do make it to that elusive safe-harbor.

And Coleridge closes, with this most healthy and sane advice, about our place in the universe,

and how we should treat others, of our species and not, both ‘great and small’: “He prayeth

well, who loveth well, Both man and bird and beast. He prayeth best, who loveth best, All things

both great and small; For the dear God who loveth us, He made and loveth all.”It is a tight, fast-

paced poem with memorable imagery, suitable to be read in high school still, or many years

beyond. 5-stars.”

D. Blankenship, “A NOTE OF CONCERN AND A NOTE ON ALL OF THE REVIEWS LISTED

HERE.. Folks, we have a horrible mix-up here as to the reviews on this work. I just scanned

them and it would seem that Amazon, in all of its wisdom, has included several editions of "The

Rime of the Ancient Mariner in Seven Parts," along with reviews of several collections of

poetry, some by Samuel Taylor Coleridge and other not. It has mixed up at lease seven or eight

different editions of this same work.I wanted a copy of this poem, one of my favorites from

when I was a kid, on my Kindle. I wanted just the poem; no whistle, no bells, no commentary,

not introduction...no nothing...just the poem. I would have gladly paid money for it, but hey,

free is better if I can get what I want. I did in his case. I downloaded the free version of this

poem from this site:[...]It was precisely what I wanted. This one was produced by Judy Boss. It

is, for Kindle, well formatted for a poem. Kindle has had troubles with their formats of poetry on

Kindle and while this is not perfect, it is most certainly workable and readable. Boss, who ever

she is, did a very nice job on this one.Whole the formatting is not the same as you would find in

a traditional hard copy; it is still of the quality that you can keep the rhythm of the poem going

which is extremely important for this particular work. I had no problems with it what-so-

ever.Keep in mind; this is just the poem. It is not one of a collection of poems. It is not a work

with an introduction. It has not been footnoted nor have comments been added. It is JUST the

poem.This is not the only work that has been messed up as far as the reviews go. Someone at

the Amazon head-shed does not realize that the different editions of different books and music

can make all the difference in the world and that a rose is not always a rose when it comes to



stuff like this.Hope this was a help.Don BlankenshipThe Ozarks”

OwlBeSatReading Book Blogger, “Poetry I was forced to read at school.... Having read this

many moons ago for GCSE English, I decided to re-read it as I vaguely remember being not

very interested back then. It's a beautiful and emotionally written piece of poetry which slides

off the tongue a treat. I read it aloud, so I really appreciated the incredible verses and quite

chilling story within.As an adult it was poignant and haunting, as a child, it was wasted on me.

All I wanted to read at 15 was horror! I'm glad I gave this a second chance. 4 solid stars out of

5 ”

Devere Wolfe, “For the sea lovers and poets we would all like to have aspired to be. A classic

poet first published in 1798 in the Lyrical Ballads. It is a tale being told by a returning sailor of

a journey to a man he stops on his way ot a wedding. As the poem progresses it takes on form

a narritive that is vivid and at times frightening.There has been various suggestions as to the

development of the poem. Some have felt it followed news of Captain Cooks's ship others that

it was prepared from walks near the sea.What ever the source of reason for writting this poem

it is best taken as a great yarn told by a master and enjoyed for it.I recommend it as being the

best work we this side of the big pond have of Samual Taylor Coleridge.”

The book by Samuel Taylor Coleridge has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 893 people have provided

feedback.
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